Young Producers present:

Tongue Ties
In collaboration with Young Creatives
“Speaking two cultures

easier than two languages
always tongue twisted”
– Megha Harish

Tongue Ties is a one-day immersive event

responding to themes of cultural ties. Through
poetry, playwriting, short films, photography and
visual arts from the Young Creatives, Tongue Ties
will guide you on a journey to explore what culture
means to you.

Friday May 21st 2021

The Producers
Alexcia

Alexcia (she/her) is a creative. She has been in and around many theatre youth companies since she
was 15 years old. During these times she was mainly focused on acting, but after attending Old Vic
Theatre Makers and the National Theatre producing course, she found another passion she never
knew she had before. She is a young woman with a desire to spread joy through creative change.
Socials: @life.with.alexcia (instagram)

Alfiah

Alfiah Jade (she/her) is a South London based Producer, artistic visual director and facilitator with a
background in poetry/creative writing and many years of training in performing arts/theatre. Since
graduating from the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama in 2020, Alfiah has since worked with
Theatre Peckham on a variety of projects and was announced the 2020 Bill Cashmore winner at The Lyric
Hammersmith. Her main field focuses on young people and mental health/wellbeing, particularly amongst
the Black community and her work ultimately strives to encourage change and healing amongst
generations to come.
Socials: @alfiahjade (instagram)

Anna

Anna (she/her) is an upcoming producer who has a degree in media and communications. She likes to
think of herself as a traveller, food enthusiast and lover of arts. She has completed one short film and
hopes to be a driving force in both the TV and theatre world. She especially wants to work on topics
centring blackness by looking at different cultures mainly through an African lens in addition to
exploring society through the intersectionality of feminism and queerness.
Socials: @annaamulira (instagram)

Kelsea

Kelsea Delatango (she/her) is a self-proclaimed radical consultant, campaigner and community interest
producer from South West London. Kelsea's work includes a portfolio of campaigns and events for
Greater London Authority on issues such as Dementia Friendly Awareness in London. In addition she
founded the national #WeNeedAnswers campaign with the Ubele initiative. When she's not trying to
organise for systemic change, Kelsea can be found researching youth policy at partnership for young
London or styling sustainable fashion brands.
Socials: @_delatango (all platforms)

Sarah

Sarah's experience in the music industry and putting on live gigs reaches far and wide. From working at
one of the largest Live Music Promotion companies in the world, to. spearheading her own series of live
shows for Alternative Musicians of Colour. Sarah has worked on events from the O2 to tiny underground
venues, with all of these things having one thing in common - Sarah's passion and skill runs through them
like an unbridled spark.
Socials: @misshodipe (instagram)

Sea

Sea (they/them) is a creative producer and audio engineer from the UK and Nigeria. They enjoy
creating work from a self-reflective perspective, and have a particular interest in avantgarde/experimental art. Some major driving themes of their work include psychological theory, as
well as societal inequalities such as race, class, gender identity and sexuality. So far, Sea has had
experience in both scripted and unscripted media production. They're currently an audio producer
at Black Girls' Camping Trip, and a part-time freelancer.
Socials: @chiiproduction (instagram)

Tanya

Tanya (she/her) has discovered her passion for producing through her work on Tongue Ties. Her
main interest is in the multiplicity of Black British experiences, with a particular focus on Black British
women as well as 2nd generation immigrant experiences. This is facilitated by her Social
Anthropology background which has prompted her to channel her curiousity and look for the deeper
meanings in the everyday. She is currently working on a research project exploring this interest by
looking at the relationships of Black British women to their hair.
Socials: @tlolomari (instagram) tanyalolomari@hotmail.com (email)
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The Creatives
Hannah and Kashish

Hannah and Kashish bring you *Bleep*, an interactive audio experience and performance.
Hannah (she/her) is a physical theatre actor/maker obssessed with all things visual and
movementry. She is also a big fan of comedy. Currently working on her animation skills for
a new project, Hannah is really interested in making short films.
Socials: @Hannah_is_mossy (twitter)
Kashish (he/him) is a dance artist, choreographer, curator and creative thinker who is
trained primarily in modern, contemporary and jazz dance techniques.He has performed in
several dance collectives throughout London and India. In the past 3 years he has
presented his collaborations at The Place, Stratford Circus and more.
Socials: @kashishinasquare (instagram)

Irina

Irina (she/her) is a Romanian performer, musician, theatre maker and visual artist currently based in the UK.
After graduating in 2020, Irina has been exploring, experimenting and trying to achieve a better
understanding of the connections between cultures, languages and art forms in an attempt to create eclectic
and capitvating work.
Socials: @irina.angh (instagram)

Joel

For Joel (he/him), storytelling is his main focus. Whether it's done visually or through
wordplay, he is interested in presenting perspectives and narratives that reflect and explore
life as he knows and sees it. In bringing his own experience into his work, he aims to not only
reflect these, but communicate to those like himself who share and recognise those
experiences. Joel finds it's important for him to represent himself as well as the many
individuals he lives alongside.

Jordan

Jordan Minga (he/him) is a young, ambitious writer-poet, filmmaker and photographer who
graduated in 2021 as part of the first cohort of the London Screen Academy. Jordan has written
and performed Spoken word poetry since 2014. In 2020 his photography was featured in a major
exhibition at the South London Gallery of Contemporary Art. Jordan's written and visual creative
work is influenced by human experience.

Joshua

Joshua (he/him), known by his stage name JAGO XYEN, is an artist from South East London.
Starting off in theatre, his artistic foundations can be found in his past of acting with
Shakespeare's Youth Theatre. After a long stint in acting, Joshua has transitioned into crafting
his spoken word and has used his talent in writing to begin creating music. He strives to connect
all of the mediums he has learnt to create conscious art that conveys a deeper message to those
who consume it.
Socials: @jagoxyen (all platforms)

Mahrukh (Rue)

Rue (she/her) is a creative artist in a wide range of media forms such as painting, photography, acting
singing and more. She has trained at the North Oxford School of Ballet and was also part of the
performing arts company, Stagecoach. Sharing her identity through her artwork, she engages in ideas
surrounding growing up as a British-Pakistani and the conflict that comes with being stuck between
cultures. Rue is curious about identity and the ways in which we present ourselves in the world,
specifically delving into topics like colonisation, sexuality, female experience and oppression.
Socials: @mahrukhn_444 (instagram)

Priyanka

Priyanka (she/her) is an actor, writer and co-founder of a creatively led and targeted podcast called BAME-ish.
Over lockdown she wrote a monologue on identity which was turned into a radio piece for Kickitdown
Productions. She is currently working a community show at the Lyric Hammersmith and will be training with
Theatre Peckham REP company this year.
Socials: @priyankapatelx (instagram)
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Sade

The work of Sade (they/she) captures the LGBT+ experience authentically, as a Black narrative and
from countless Black perspectives. Their expertise spreads across corporate and socio-political
documentaries, short films, concerts, events and music videos. Both digitally and on film, they use
their lens to tell powerful stories through still and moving images. Inspired daily by their artistic
discipline and the internal and external revolution, they have a desire to consciously learn, improve
and discover more of their craft.
Socials: @elu.sade (instagram)

Tom

Tom (he/him) is a filmmaker interested in all forms of storytelling. He is currently a producer at one of
London's largest in-house production companies, Kennington Creative Group. There he has coordinated multiple TV series broadcasted by the American network CNBC and worked with high end
talent such as Andy Serkis and Samuel L. Jackson. Outside of work, he has a passion for narrative
storytelling and was named one of the National Youth Film Academy's "Emerging Brits" as one of 3
producers chosen in 2019.

Vicky

Vicky (she/her) is a writer, theatre maker and actor with an interest in developing her videography skills.
After studying drama and performance at university, Vicky has become motivated to create work that is
based around human experience and what lies beyond the exterior. Vicky has performed on stages such
as The Royal Stratford East, Southwark Playhouse and Barking Broadway Theatre.
Socials: @victoriamae45 (instagram and twitter) victoriarelph45@gmail.com (email)

The Final Drafts
Esther Rennae

Esther-Rennae (she/her) is a local storyteller from East London who writes for stage, screen and
everything in between. Her stories are a combination of visceral words and striking imagery that
confront faith, identity, culture and experiences that bring to light unheard voices that sweep the streets
of London and beyond.
Socials: @estherrennae (instagram and twitter)

Joanna

Joanna (she/her) is a British/Polish writer and producer particularly interested in exploring female-led
and Eastern European stories. Her recent work interrogates themes of mental health, identity, home
and more. Her writing ranges from poetry and spoken word to plays and film. In 2020, Joanna was
commissioned as a BBC New Creative and her animated short film is currently in production. As a
producer, Joanna's credits include Breathe at the Tristan Bates Theatre (2018) and How To Disappear
And Never Be Found at the Warwick Arts Centre (2020).
Socials: @JoannaPWoznicka (twitter) @jowoznicka (instagram)

Rose

Rose Momenin (she/her) is from Tehran. She has been here for 6 years, moving when she
was 9 years old. She is currently in year 10 and loves to read and write poetry, exploring
different styles and authors. She hopes to be able to work in the arts: directing, performing
and writing.

Tobi

Tobi (she/her) is a writer and theatre producer + your go to for scented candles. Led by
empathy, Tobi creates scripts that focus on realism and bringing the stories of the underrepresented to the forefront. She is continuously evolving and looking for stories to tell that show
the beauty of the place she grew up - Peckham - and the resilience of the many immigrants who
call it home.
Socials: @tobigrace_1 (instagram)

Yasmine

Yasmine Dankwah (she/her) is a writer from London, who often combines lyricism with storytelling in
her work. In 2020 she was a part of the VAULT'S New Writers cohort, Apples and Snakes: Platform
and the Royal Court's Young Agitators programme.
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